Last week on the Tal-War:
Brack, Dreck and the Older Jordaïn beam over from the Missouri. Llewellyn, Cook and Kyrron greet them and take them to Sickbay to test the older Jordaïn’s DNA. Lynam and B’lee remain on the bridge while everyone else convenes in Sickbay.  It is confirmed that the older man is indeed an older version of the Captain by the CMO.

A discussion ensues, and the two Jordaïns slip out of sickbay to talk privately. Llewellyn sends Cook to keep an eye on them after seeing that Bost’k is following them already. The two Jordaïns disappear in a flash of light , leaving the crew stunned.


Present:
Ian as Host Quchant / Brack and Dreck/ Old Man (Cix Jordaïn)
Gunther as CO Capt. Jordaïn 
Trish as XO Lieutenant Commander Llewellyn
David as CNS Lieutenant Commander Cook
Heike as FCO Lieutenant Commander Shania
Darren as TO Ensign Bost’k
Brett as TIC OPS Manager Commander Fox Lynam
Jane as CTO Tria Kyrron <SO Nye>
Steve as Lieutenant Commander CMO Brock
And
Kytra as MO Lieutenant JG Kedi

Absent:
Brian (AKA Jafo) as OPS Lieutenant B’lee


ACTD: U.S.S. Tal-War
NCC 80872



Host Quchant says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Tal-War Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The Older Jordaïn and the CO appear in a dark corridor

Host Quchant says:
@<OJ> CO: Well...here we are

XO_Llewellyn says:
::in the ready room with Cook:: CNS: What do you think Brack and Dreck are going to do?

Host CO_Jordaïn says:
@::Appears in a dark corridor and still looking at his older self:: OJ: What the...

ATO_Bost`k says:
:: continues to scan the corridor::

CTO_Kyrron says:
::in a TL on the way to the bridge::

FCO_Shania says:
::somewhere::

AMO_Kedi says:
::tilts her head and looks at Brock, still trying to make sense of this::

CMO_Brock says:
::moves to his office and places the iso-chip in a drawer::

CNS_Cook says:
::sitting across from Heather in the ready room:: XO: It is hard to say, for one thing I can't get any thing off of them.  Some how they are able to block their minds to telepathic sensor

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Brack and Dreck walk through the door into the RR

CIV_Lynam says:
::On the bridge::

Host CO_Jordaïn says:
@OJ: You do realize you took me off the Tal-War without my permission. Plus the others will be freaking out by now...

CNS_Cook says:
::turns and looks at Brack and Dreck,::

Host Quchant says:
@<OJ> CO: Do you know where you are?

CTO_Kyrron says:
::emerges onto the bridge and with a nod at the CIV, takes her place at the tactical station::

AMO_Kedi says:
CMO: Brock, they're not going to yell at you are they?

Host CO_Jordaïn says:
@::Looks around:: OJ: I believe I do not... ::doesn't see much::

CMO_Brock says:
MO: Not if they don't know. There is too much benefit to be gained from this information to let it slip away.

CIV_Lynam says:
::Calls TIC and has them begin recovering the fighters.  The Runabouts will stay out until the Tal-War is ready to depart.::

CTO_Kyrron says:
::checks shield strength and weapons readiness::

Host Quchant says:
@<OJ> CO: This is Empok Nor.

AMO_Kedi says:
::puts a finger to her lips as she thinks:: CMO: What if all of our clones appear?

CTO_Kyrron says:
*ATO*:  Anything new to report from the scene of the disappearance?

CMO_Brock says:
MO: Clones? ::makes a confused look at Kiz:: What are you talking about?

Host CO_Jordaïn says:
@::Frowns:: OJ: What? That's that duplicate of DS9.

FCO_Shania says:
::at her station on the bridge checking course and speed::

XO_Llewellyn says:
Brack/Dreck: Now that the Jordaïns are gone... what would you like to do?

ATO_Bost`k says:
*CTO*: just more Chroniton and unknown readings

AMO_Kedi says:
CMO: Like the Captain's clone.

Host Quchant says:
<Brack> XO: Commander...we've been in communication to SFC

CTO_Kyrron says:
*ATO*:  What sort of unknown readings?

XO_Llewellyn says:
::nods:: Brack: And what did they say?

ATO_Bost`k says:
*CTO: I don't know sir but it all points to time travel

CNS_Cook says:
::studies Brack and Dreck's body language to see if he can get any idea of what they are up to, since he can’t do it the easy way::

Host Quchant says:
@<OJ> CO: In a sense you would be correct

Host Quchant says:
<Brack> XO: There is a problem

CTO_Kyrron says:
*ATO*:  Download your tricorder readings to science and have them go over them.

XO_Llewellyn says:
Brack: Please... tell me what it is.... I know the Jordaïns are gone, but I don't know what we can do about it.

CMO_Brock says:
::grins:: MO: Ohhh. No, no, no Kiz. That isn't the Captain's clone. You see, it has to do with time. That is an older version of the Captain that has come to this time frame from his own.

CNS_Cook says:
::wonders how many more problems are going to come up today::

ATO_Bost`k says:
*CTO*: aye sir :: downloads the info to science::

Host Quchant says:
@<OJ> CO: ....in a sense...::chuckles to himself and starts walking::

Host CO_Jordaïn says:
@::Takes a deep breath:: OJ: In a sense? What’s going on here... you know very well I don't like being kept in the dark.

CTO_Kyrron says:
<SO_Nye>::begins furiously analyzing the tricorder and internal sensor readings::


Host Quchant says:
<Brack> XO: It appears that the older Jordaïn is definitely a Jordaïn from the future

AMO_Kedi says:
::makes a strange face:: CMO: You mean like time travel? But...if you go back and forth in time won't the space-time continuum explode on itself or something? ::puts her hand on her head:: Okay and now I have a headache.

Host Quchant says:
@<OJ> CO: Actually....I was a lot like you when I was your age

ATO_Bost`k says:
*CTO*: do you want me back on the bridge sir?

XO_Llewellyn says:
::thinks: I'm no rocket scientist.... but duh....:: Brack: Yes... it would appear so.... You did not know this already?

CTO_Kyrron says:
*ATO*:  Run some final scans before you do.

CNS_Cook says:
Brack: I thought we already knew that

Host CO_Jordaïn says:
@OJ: You were me... or should have been me. ::frowns::

Host Quchant says:
<Brack> XO/CNS: It's not the future of this time line though. This would be a future Jordaïn from another universe

Host Quchant says:
@<OJ> CO: Not in this reality

ATO_Bost`k says:
*CTO*: aye sir :: takes more scans then heads to the bridge::

CTO_Kyrron says:
CIV:  Has there been any signs of the aliens?

CNS_Cook says:
::frowns:: Brack: You man like an alternate time line. Or reality?

CIV_Lynam says:
CTO: Not yet.

CTO_Kyrron says:
::nods::  CIV:  Where are we heading?

CMO_Brock says:
MO: Well, there are two theories of time. The first is time as a wave and the second is time as a particle. Each has there own conundrum. Each has their own possibilities. ::shrugs:: I personally don't believe it is possible to change time from the past.

Host Quchant says:
@<OJ> CO: ....or this universe...

XO_Llewellyn says:
::eyes widen:: Brack: Oooooh.... that makes a difference... and you just discovered this now? I would have thought TI would have examined him more thoroughly before endangering this ship and crew.

AMO_Kedi says:
::rubs her forehead:: CMO: Uh huh..

ATO_Bost`k says:
:: steps off a TL and walks onto the bridge::

CIV_Lynam says:
CTO: Once all our aircraft are recovered we're to return to Federation Space.  I am recommending we proceed to the nearest Starbase for repairs.

CTO_Kyrron says:
<SO_Nye>::continues furiously analyzing tricorder and sensor readings of the Captains disappearance::

Host Quchant says:
<Brack> XO: Well... it appears that the Jordaïn we encountered had a lot of planning time

Host CO_Jordaïn says:
@::Sighs and shakes head:: OJ: Ok, you're a duplicate... then where, and when, is 'here'?

CTO_Kyrron says:
::nods::  CIV:  Thanks for the update.  ::checks short-range sensors for other ships of any variety::

Host Quchant says:
@<OJ> CO: What do you know of the Enterprise...and the Tantalus device?

CMO_Brock says:
::hugs Kiz:: MO: Look, don't worry about it. Just accept that the Captain is the Captain. ::changes the subject:: Help me prepare for the crew physicals. We are behind schedule on that.

CNS_Cook says:
Brack: What do we know of this other universe?

XO_Llewellyn says:
::laughs, a touch of sarcasm in her voice:: Brack: Of course! He had all the time in the world to plan this...  so my question is... what do we do now?

ATO_Bost`k says:
:: sits at TAC checking tactical sensors::

CIV_Lynam says:
FCO: I know you have plotted a course back to Federation Space, but while we finish up the fighter recovery, plot a course to the nearest Starbase.

Host Quchant says:
<Brack> XO: Actually quite a lot...from...'that man's' mission to now there have been several crossovers...

FCO_Shania says:
CIV: Will do

AMO_Kedi says:
::nods:: Okay. ::hops into his chair and looks over the screen:: CMO: Okay the captain's gone so we don't hafta' do that one....so then who's next.. ::scrolls down on the screen::

XO_Llewellyn says:
::looks over at Cook a moment, wishing desperately she could have had that bath::

Host CO_Jordaïn says:
@::Thinks for a few moments, trying to remember:: OJ: That brainwashing device from Tantalus V?

Host Quchant says:
@<OJ> CO: No...And you're probably thinking of the wrong Enterprise

XO_Llewellyn says:
Brack: Are you suggesting that we cross over into the other dimension?

FCO_Shania says:
::plots a course to the nearest Starbase::

CMO_Brock says:
MO: We still need to do it, but just move it down the list to a time when he will be available.

ATO_Bost`k says:
CTO: What are we doing now?

CTO_Kyrron says:
ATO:  Trying to determine the location of nearby ships.  Check long-range sensors.

AMO_Kedi says:
CMO: But I don't know when he's coming back. We do have those scans of the old guy, will those work?

ATO_Bost`k says:
CTO: yes sir  :: checks long-range sensors::

Host Quchant says:
<Brack> XO: No...That suggestion has been denied.....we need to analyze the readings your crew have taken and work out where in the mirror universe the ..future other Jordaïn took the Captain.

Host CO_Jordaïn says:
@::Frowns:: OJ: Then fill me in will you... I do not intend on staying here against my will for too long.

CMO_Brock says:
MO: Shhhhhh!! Don't let anyone know we have those. We were supposed to erase them.

XO_Llewellyn says:
::nods:: Brack: Then how do you suggest we get him back?

AMO_Kedi says:
::puts her hand over her mouth:: CMO: Oh yeah

Host Quchant says:
@<OJ> CO: We don't actually need much from you...the problem is ...we can only put you back in your universe in the same place

CIV_Lynam says:
::Receives word that the fighters have been recovered.::

Host CO_Jordaïn says:
@OJ: Why would that be a problem... and more important, what is it you need?

CIV_Lynam says:
CTO: Looks like we're ready to go.  Any reason to stay here?

CTO_Kyrron says:
CIV:  None that I can see.

CMO_Brock says:
MO: Until we are clear of this anomaly, let's start with the enlisted crew then we will move on to the officers. I am sure they have their hands full at the moment.

Host Quchant says:
@<OJ> CO: What we need is purely a sample of your blood.  But as we were not sure whether you would co-operate...we had to remove you here by force. I apologize...however I was always told not to be sorry for myself...::starts to laugh::

CNS_Cook says:
::stands, :: XO: Commander, Brack, Dreck: If you will excuse me

CIV_Lynam says:
*XO*: Commander, our fighters have been recovered and we're ready to go.  When will our "guests" be departing?

AMO_Kedi says:
CMO: When is mine Brock?

XO_Llewellyn says:
::wonders where Donnie is going:: CNS: Commander.

Host Quchant says:
<Brack> XO: Well... once we find out where they took him in the other universe...I suggest we get to where ever that is ....and wait

CNS_Cook says:
::turns and walks out of the ready room, he needs to check something out:: ~~~~XO: I want to find out some more info on this mirror universe, maybe Lynam can help, I hear he has connections with a certain Admiral Spencer, ::mentally smiles::~~~~

CTO_Kyrron says:
::notes the analysis from science is complete and looks it over::

CMO_Brock says:
MO: Actually, I would like to see your progress on modifying your linguistic algorithm for use as a photographic analyzer. I have a theory that we can use 3-D pictures to maintain medical records on the crew.

Host CO_Jordaïn says:
@OJ: I do not tend to find this amusing, Cix. I want to know why you need that sample before even considering co-operating.

XO_Llewellyn says:
*CIV*: Not anytime soon it appears.... they want us to find out where the other Jordaïn went in dimension and time, they think we can accomplish this from our readings from tricorder and internal sensors... can you get a science team on it?

CIV_Lynam says:
*XO*: Very well.

AMO_Kedi says:
::hands him an isochip:: CMO: I finished

XO_Llewellyn says:
~~~CNS: Understood.~~~

CTO_Kyrron says:
CIV:  Science analyses of the CO's disappearance suggest they went into a mirror universe.  They can even pinpoint where.

Host Quchant says:
@<OJ> CO: I... am the only El-Aurian left alive in the timeline I am from.

CTO_Kyrron says:
::looks at the CIV meaningfully::

CNS_Cook says:
::walks over to Commander Lynam:: CIV: Sir, I was wondering if you could help me with something

XO_Llewellyn says:
Brack: I am having Commander Lynam get that information for you... in the meanwhile.... do you wish to return to the bridge or your quarters?

CIV_Lynam says:
CTO: ::Raises an eyebrow::  Really.  Alright, want to go tell the XO the good news?

CMO_Brock says:
::takes the chip and inserts it into a slot near his console and begins to look it over:: MO: This is great. I think this will work perfectly. Let's try it out. I replicated a camera with a few changes to be able to take 3-D pictures. Stand over there and let me try it out on you.

Host CO_Jordaïn says:
@::Arches brows:: OJ: That surprises me. How did this come to pass?

CIV_Lynam says:
CNS: Possibly.  What can I do for you?

CTO_Kyrron says:
CIV:  Not really  ::grins::

Host Quchant says:
<Brack> XO: We will return to quarters...we have several sub-space meetings to conference into...there is a lot of buzz around SFC ...Temporal Prime Directives and Prime Directives are up in the air....so much confusion

ATO_Bost`k says:
::continues to monitor long range sensors::

AMO_Kedi says:
::nods:: CMO: Okay. ::hops to her feet and steps out into the main area of sickbay:: Where should I stand?

CNS_Cook says:
::looks over at the CTO and smiles:: CIV: Well it already appears you two know what I was going to tell you, that our captain has vanished to the mirror universe, but I also wanted to know if you could help me with knowing a little more about this universe

CTO_Kyrron says:
*XO*:  Science has completed their analysis of the Captains disappearance.  Interesting findings.

CIV_Lynam says:
*Engineering*: Engineering, expedite the repairs to the shields and power systems.  Looks like Starbase refit will have to wait for awhile.

XO_Llewellyn says:
::nods:: Brack: I understand. ::escorts them onto the bridge, looks at the CTO as her combadge goes off:: CTO: That was fast! ::turns back to Brack & Dreck:: Brack/Dreck: There you have your answer. ::smiles::

CTO_Kyrron says:
::overhears the CNS and nods::

CIV_Lynam says:
CNS: Well, there could be more than one mirror universe counselor.  Until we know which one, it might not help you.  But, what do you want to know?

Host Quchant says:
@<OJ> CO: There was a disease...a terrible terrible plague

CTO_Kyrron says:
XO:  Something about a mirror universe.  By analyzing the particle drift or some such thing, they've pinpointed where they arrived in it.

CMO_Brock says:
MO: Right there is fine. ::takes a picture of Kiz then downloads it into the medical computer and applies Kiz's algorithm to it::

CNS_Cook says:
CIV: Well, I have heard rumors, you know around her and there, about one mirror universe in general. I was wanting to know more about that one.

Host Quchant says:
@<OJ> CO: and it was your fault

XO_Llewellyn says:
CTO: Excellent news! Please share that with our temporal investigators.

CTO_Kyrron says:
::raises an eyebrow::

AMO_Kedi says:
CMO: Did you take it already? I wanted to pose. ::grins::

Host CO_Jordaïn says:
@OJ: What?!

Host Quchant says:
@<OJ> CO: Specifically your fault....

CNS_Cook says:
CIV: I have tried to look up the information before in the computer, but I do not have a high enough security clearance, but I would imagine you as a former captain would ::smiles::

CIV_Lynam says:
CNS: And which one is that?  The one where the Federation is an evil empire?  Or the other one where the Terran Empire was crushed by another group of powers?

CMO_Brock says:
::chuckles:: MO: I can take a few more. Go ahead. Work it baby....... Yeah, that's it........ Toss your hair over your shoulder.......... Oh yeah....

XO_Llewellyn says:
::returns to the command area, waiting for Lynam to return the bridge to her command::

Host CO_Jordaïn says:
@::folds arms:: OJ: Elaborate... ::doesn't trust all of this at all::

CNS_Cook says:
::thinks:: CIV: the one where the federation is an evil empire,

AMO_Kedi says:
::giggles and plays along::

CIV_Lynam says:
::Looks up and sees Llewellyn.::  XO: I suppose you want your chair back?  ::Smiles and stands up::

CTO_Kyrron says:
::forwards the science analysis to Brack and Dreck's quarters::

Host Quchant says:
@<OJ> CO: The last time you were in this universe....your brought along a pathogen to this universe...something fairly innocuous to yours...but somehow deadly here.

XO_Llewellyn says:
::smiles:: CIV: Thank you. What is our present status? Are we returning to the Federation border?

AMO_Kedi says:
CMO: Brock you think I'm cut out for this?

CIV_Lynam says:
CNS: Well, my only real experience with that particular universe was a few years ago.

Host Quchant says:
@<OJ> CO: As I am genetically the same as you...I was the only El-Aurian that survived....I have worked some time in getting myself back to this time....and then I had to get to your universe

CMO_Brock says:
MO: Oh yeah, Baby! ::chuckles:: Okay. Let's see how your algorithm worked.

ATO_Bost`k says:
CTO: what's this about a mirror universe?

CIV_Lynam says:
XO: Negative, you told me we were not prepared to leave yet, so we are still with the Task Force.  All fighters are recovered, Runabouts are still patrolling.  Repairs are proceeding on power systems and shields.

Host Quchant says:
@<OJ> CO: The easiest way of getting to you was to let your ...Temporal Investigations department take me to you

CIV_Lynam says:
CNS: That particular time, I and my future wife had a bit of a falling out, so to speak.

AMO_Kedi says:
::hops off the bio bed:: CMO: I'm serious. Do you think I could really be a doctor?

Host Quchant says:
@<OJ> CO: Then all I had to do was to get you alone

CTO_Kyrron says:
::looks troubled::  ATO:  That's classified information

ATO_Bost`k says:
CTO: ah.

XO_Llewellyn says:
CIV: I misunderstood you... our guests won't be leaving any time soon.... I would still like to leave this area of space.

ATO_Bost`k says:
::listens to the CNS and CIV::

CIV_Lynam says:
XO: Oh, I see.  Very well.

CTO_Kyrron says:
XO:  The science analysis has been sent to the temporal investigators::

Host CO_Jordaïn says:
@OJ: I see... and how do I know you aren't for example a clone of me who needs my DNA for different purposes? Since you know me this well, you also know I have significant doubt... I am willing to believe you, but I cannot take chances.

CIV_Lynam says:
::Looks at the small audience gathering around.::  XO: Maybe you'd like me to prepare a briefing....?

CMO_Brock says:
MO: Of course. You can be whatever you decide to be. You are very intelligent. ::studies the results of the computations:: Let's see what it looks like. Computer: Display 3-D image of Miss Kedi starting with the skeletal structure and moving outward 50 microns per second.

AMO_Kedi says:
::looks at the holo-image:: Self: Ewww

Host Quchant says:
@<OJ> CO: There is no way to prove this to you.  In order to make sure that this disease didn't spread again with twice the speed I had to bring you somewhere isolated and alone.  There is no evidence to prove my case but my word

XO_Llewellyn says:
CIV: A briefing? ::raises an eyebrow, looks around:: Um... well work with the crew on this... I myself have little experience with alternative universes. ::turns to helm:: FCO: If all is in readiness, please return us to the Federation at maximum allowable warp.

CTO_Kyrron says:
::hopes going in after the Captain isn't deemed necessary::

CIV_Lynam says:
FCO: Last report was that we couldn't exceed Warp 6.  If that has changed, recover the runabouts.

CMO_Brock says:
::the 3-D image fills out and for a couple of seconds is shown in full monty blushes:: MO: Uh... sorry about that.

Host CO_Jordaïn says:
@::Takes a long deep breath and pauses for a few moments:: OJ: How does my blood change all of this... develop an antigen?

FCO_Shania says:
XO: Aye sir.

CNS_Cook says:
<Junior CNS>*CNS* Sir, I wanted to remind you that you are scheduled for a meeting with Mr. Adams, he is having fits again, ::sounds worried:: he is going around the office fixing pictures and adjusting items on my desk because he says they are out of whack.

CIV_Lynam says:
XO: Seems to me our two "guests" should brief all of us on this....seems like it's their mess we need to clean up.

XO_Llewellyn says:
::hears Lynam:: CIV: I agree.

FCO_Shania says:
::plots course to federation space::

AMO_Kedi says:
CMO: Brock! But some clothes on me right now!

CTO_Kyrron says:
::nods in agreement::

Host Quchant says:
@<OJ> CO: It wasn't until it was too late to do anything about it that it was discovered that you were the cause.  At this point it is curable and preventable...but not without an original sample

CNS_Cook says:
CIV/XO: I must be going, other wise my office wont be the same ::turns and heads for the TL:: *JCNS* I am on my way

ATO_Bost`k says:
:: checks Long Range Sensors again::

XO_Llewellyn says:
CNS: Understood.

CIV_Lynam says:
XO: Well. let me know when that will happen.  I'm going to go check on the flight bay.  If my input is needed on this, let me know and I'll pull some files and tell you what I can.

CMO_Brock says:
MO: Your algorithm works great. This will be an excellent way to create a medical level set for the crew.

AMO_Kedi says:
CMO: Just make sure people have their clothes on please. ::blushes::

Host CO_Jordaïn says:
@::nods:: OJ: If you needed my blood for different purposes, you would not be going through all this trouble to convince me. ::pauses:: Let's get started...

Host Quchant says:
@<OJ> CO: We need to go to this stations infirmary....I have set up all the needed equipment there

XO_Llewellyn says:
CIV: Very good. ::lets him go, sighs, sits in the chair and looks at the viewscreen a moment::

FCO_Shania says:
::engages at warp 2:: XO: We are on our way back to Fed space.

Host CO_Jordaïn says:
@::Nods:: OJ: Lead the way.

CIV_Lynam says:
::Leaves the bridge and returns to TIC::

XO_Llewellyn says:
FCO: Good. CTO: I think it is best I speak with our investigators... ::gets up again wondering how Jordaïn manages it all:: You have the bridge.

Host CO_Jordaïn says:
@::As he walks along:: OJ: So what is it that you do or have done here in this universe?

CTO_Kyrron says:
XO:  May I send Bost'k with you for security?

CMO_Brock says:
::laughs:: MO: We are doctors Kiz. Besides, there isn't anything there we haven't already seen. ::thinks a moment:: Although, I could fix B'lee's nose. He has a terrible wrinkle on his nose that I could fix.

Host Quchant says:
@<OJ> CO: Since it was discovered that I was the cause....I have worked on getting a way back to this time...

AMO_Kedi says:
::looks confused:: CMO: Uhhh..Brock...B'lee's a Bajoran. They all look like that.

XO_Llewellyn says:
::calls the lift and hears the CTO:: CTO: Certainly. I don't exactly trust them either... but I did not think they would harm me... and of course... you are quite right to keep my safety in mind.

Host CO_Jordaïn says:
@OJ: Which is where that device came in to play...

XO_Llewellyn says:
TO: Bost'k, come with me. ::sees the lift open::

CMO_Brock says:
::looks at Kiz:: MO: I know. Just ribbing on him. What is good for the goose is often times better for the gander.

ATO_Bost`k says:
XO: aye sir  :: gets up and goes with the XO::

Host Quchant says:
@<OJ> CO: Yes..that just got me to your universe and us back

XO_Llewellyn says:
::enters the lift and directs it to the proper deck where the TI guys are:: TO: What do you think about all this?

XO_Llewellyn says:
::feels the lift move::

CTO_Kyrron says:
::continues to monitor sensors::

ATO_Bost`k says:
XO: I don't know much about it sir. I’ve heard rumors of this mirror universe but that's all.

AMO_Kedi says:
::sits down on the biobed:: CMO: I hope everyone's alright.

XO_Llewellyn says:
TO: As have I.... I have never had a direct experience with one.... I wonder what a mirror me would be like.... ::muses::

XO_Llewellyn says:
::feels the lift slow and is stirred from her reverie:: TO: Ever think what another you would be like? ::steps out of the lift and strides down the hall with the TO along side::

CTO_Kyrron says:
FCO:  What's our ETA?

ATO_Bost`k says:
XO: never really thought about it.  :: walks with XO::

FCO_Shania says:
CTO: 5 hours, 27 minutes

Host CO_Jordaïn says:
@OJ: I see. I shouldn't ask too much or those TI folks will be all over my place when I get back. If I get back...

CTO_Kyrron says:
FCO:  Nice slow trip.  ::smiles::

CMO_Brock says:
MO: In the Medical field, no news is good news. If we don't hear from the crew, it means everyone is doing okay. By the way, I liked your idea of ensuring that the crew is getting proper nutrition. I will forward your suggestion  to the CO and XO.

XO_Llewellyn says:
::remembers that joke her friend Alison used to say when she suggested what she'd do with her duplicate, and chuckles::

Host Quchant says:
@<OJ> CO: I have enough energy in this device to get you to your universe....but only to your empok nor

XO_Llewellyn says:
::arrives at Brack and Dreck's quarters, rings the chime::

AMO_Kedi says:
CMO: Oh? You liked that? ::leans back on the Biobed::

ATO_Bost`k says:
:: removes phaser and sets it to low stun::

CTO_Kyrron says:
*XO*:  Dropping to yellow alert to save power, if you have no objections.

XO_Llewellyn says:
::is a bit surprised, but remembers she's acting captain now, best the TO be prepared.... but still....:: TO: Be ready, but hide that. ::smiles::

XO_Llewellyn says:
*CTO*: No objections...

Host CO_Jordaïn says:
@::Arches brow:: OJ: It'll have to do then. Mind you that Empok Nor is abandoned now... A powerful transmitter and a phaser, just in case, could help.

CTO_Kyrron says:
*XO*:  Acknowledged.

CMO_Brock says:
MO: Yes I do. ::smiles at Kiz leaning back in a sexually alluring manner::

ATO_Bost`k says:
XO: aye sir  :: hides the phaser::

Host Quchant says:
@<OJ> CO: Already thought of that

CTO_Kyrron says:
::reduces status to condition yellow::

XO_Llewellyn says:
::rings the chime at Brack and Dreck's quarters again::

Host CO_Jordaïn says:
@::Nods:: OJ: Of course. You're somewhat me after all.

Host Quchant says:
<Brack> ::answers the door:: XO: Yes?

AMO_Kedi says:
::stretches and lies down::

XO_Llewellyn says:
Brack: Have you analyzed the data? What have you discovered?

ATO_Bost`k says:
:: looks in room for Dreck::

Host Quchant says:
<Brack> ::answers the door:: XO: Empok Nor.

CMO_Brock says:
::reluctantly returns to his office and begins to fine tune the 3-D algorithm::

AMO_Kedi says:
CMO: You feel like a snack Brock?

CTO_Kyrron says:
::checks sensors to see if they have any company nearby::

XO_Llewellyn says:
::furrows her brow:: Brack: Isn't that Deep Space Nine? Should we go there?

XO_Llewellyn says:
::thinks about where they are and how long it would take to get there from here::

CTO_Kyrron says:
::starts to relax a little::

Host Quchant says:
<Brack> ::answers the door:: XO: Empok Nor is not Terok Nor....it is close though...I suggest you set course for the bajoran system

CTO_Kyrron says:
::resists the urge to ask the FCO for an update on their ETA::

CMO_Brock says:
::looks up:: MO: Sure. How about that fruit-jello-cheese thing you introduced me to.

Host CO_Jordaïn says:
@OJ: By the way, have you told any of those TI people from my universe about where you'd be taking me?

ATO_Bost`k says:
:: watches carefully::

XO_Llewellyn says:
Brack: Oh... is that the alternative name for it? Very good. I will do so. What kind of information can you give my crew? We are all very much in the dark here... and the more forthcoming with information, the more we can help all of us.

Host Quchant says:
@<OJ> CO: Oh no...they didn't know anything but that I had to see you

Host Quchant says:
@<OJ> CO: ....to preserve the timeline

XO_Llewellyn says:
*FCO*: Set a course for Bajor.

AMO_Kedi says:
CMO: Okay. ::hops off the bio bed and trots to the replicator:: Replicator: Kiz 34A please. ::takes the tray and sets it down on Brock's desk::

CTO_Kyrron says:
FCO:  Pretty quiet out there... for a change....  ::voice trails off in thought::

CMO_Brock says:
MO: Join me? ::smiles at Kiz::

FCO_Shania says:
*XO* Aye sir.

AMO_Kedi says:
CMO: Sure.

Host CO_Jordaïn says:
@::Nods:: OJ: I understand... ::sees that they're approaching the station's sickbay:: We should get started...

Host Quchant says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<end Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Tal-War Mission Summary:
The two Jordaïns arrive on Empok Nor in the mirror-mirror universe.  The older Jordaïn convinces the younger Jordaïn to give him a blood sample which will prevent  a disease from wiping the alternate universe’s El-Aurians out.

Cook and Llewellyn continue talking to Brack and Dreck, finding out that they need to know where the Captain went not only in time, but in space and dimension. It was discovered that the Tal-War Science department could help by turning over the logs and records to the TI investigators. The location was determined to be Empok Nor. The Tal-War is now enroute to the Bajroan system.



